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The X-ray Laue microdiffraction (mLaue) technique has been establishing itself
as a reliable means for microstrain analysis for the past few decades. One
problem with this technique is that when the crystal size is signiﬁcantly smaller
than the probed volume and when the diffracting crystals are closely oriented, a
large number of individual mLaue patterns are superimposed in a complex way
on the recorded diffraction images. In that case, because of the difﬁculty of
isolating unambiguously a single-grain mLaue pattern, a reliable analysis of
strains is tedious manually and hardly achievable with current automated
methods. This issue is even more severe for low-symmetry crystals or when high-
energy X-rays are used, since each single-crystal mLaue pattern already contains
a large number of spots. This paper proposes overcoming this challenge through
the development of a combined approach coupling mLaue and electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The capabilities of this ‘EBSD-assisted mLaue’
automated method are illustrated on a monoclinic zirconia-based specimen and
mLaue diffraction patterns are analysed with the crystal orientation input from
EBSD. The obtained results are statistically reliable, reproducible and provide a
physical insight into the micromechanical characteristics of the material.
1. Introduction
Information on the state of deformation within specimens at
the sub-micrometre scale is required for many micro-
mechanical studies (activation of slip systems and twinning,
stress localization at grain boundaries and in precipitates,
evaluation of the stored energy, damage initiation, crack
propagation etc.). Examples of applications include stress
concentration analyses within the grains (Spolenak et al., 2003;
Wan et al., 2016), deformation mechanisms (Kirchlechner,
Keckes, Micha et al., 2011; Pantleon et al., 2014; Jiang et al.,
2015), observation of individual dislocations through a crystal
(Clark et al., 2015; Hofmann et al., 2013) and even character-
ization of the elasto-plastic behaviour of the material at a
(sub)micrometre scale (Plancher et al., 2017).
Generally speaking, the measurement of elastic strain in
polycrystalline materials by diffraction can be done either by
using a large beam probing simultaneously a large number of
crystals or by using a microbeam with a size close to or smaller
than that of each crystal and scanning the region of interest
(ROI) within the sample. In the ﬁrst case, the obtained values
are averaged over many crystals, while in the second approach
the extraction of information representative of the global
sample requires a number of measurements realized step by# 2018 International Union of Crystallography
step but microstrains in each crystal are directly shown. It is
noticeable that in both cases the atomic displacement ﬁeld and
strain distribution are extracted at a spatial resolution lower
than the crystal size. But in the ﬁrst case the description of the
strain proﬁle is realized in the reciprocal space (see for
example Boulle et al., 2003, 2005), whereas in the second case
it is usually realized in the direct space through sample
mapping, although distortions at a scale lower than the
microbeam can be shown in the reciprocal space by the
analysis of the Laue spot shape. Microdiffraction approaches
rely on the development of microbeams and are common in
electron-diffraction-based techniques. The development of
third-generation synchrotron sources and advanced X-ray
optics, on the other hand, has provided access to very small
poly- or monochromatic X-ray beams.
The measurement of displacement ﬁelds can be obtained
with very high spatial resolution close to the interatomic
distances through high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (see e.g. Hy¨tch et al., 2003). However, in such an
approach the sample preparation clearly induces stress
relaxation. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) has
become a very powerful method to measure orientation maps.
Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a ﬁeld
emission gun, the spatial resolution of EBSD can be as high as
a few tens of nm (Humphreys, 2001). Using the high-angular-
resolution version of EBSD (HR-EBSD), the measurement of
relative elastic strain becomes possible with a relative accu-
racy of 104 in favourable cases (Wilkinson et al., 2006;
Villert et al., 2009; Plancher et al., 2016). EBSD patterns
measured at two points corresponding to a close crystal
orientation can be compared with each other by the digital
image correlation (DIC) or cross-correlation (Wilkinson et al.,
2006) techniques. To achieve reliable strain values, the
orientation discrepancy between these two points should be
smaller than1, although attempts to improve this limitation
have been made (Maurice et al., 2012; Plancher et al., 2016).
Apart from that, the strain values obtained are relative to a
given reference point in the crystal. To obtain the absolute
strain, the reference point must be taken from an area in the
specimen known to be free of strain. In most materials,
however, ﬁnding such a region beyond doubt is impossible.
Measurement of absolute strain with HR-EBSD has been
proposed through simulation of the EBSD pattern (Kacher et
al., 2009), but limitations to this technique have also been
pointed out (Maurice et al., 2010). The errors in strain
measurements can be larger than 5  103. In addition, the
HR-EBSD technique is very demanding in terms of sample
surface preparation.
Local elastic strain can also be measured by Kossel
diffraction which was adapted to SEM in the 1970s (Dingley,
1975; Bouscaud et al., 2014). As the electron beam hits the
material, the atoms generate X-rays through the ﬂuorescence
mechanism. These X-rays are diffracted by the crystal and
create diffraction cones. One can detect these cones on a two-
dimensional detector and compare the measured d spacings
with an unstrained reference pattern or with a simulation with
ideal lattice parameters of the same material. The spatial
resolution (1 mm) is signiﬁcantly lower than that of HR-
EBSD, the interaction depth being highly dependent on the
material being analysed. The method is limited to materials
with atomic numbers larger than 20 in order to satisfy
Bragg’s condition for most lattice spacings. On top of that, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the Kossel pattern is generally very low
(2%) and the acquisition time is signiﬁcant (several
minutes).
As stated above, X-ray microbeams are accessible nowa-
days at all of the third-generation synchrotron radiation
sources around the world (see e.g. Riekel, 2000). Two
approaches have been developed, using either a mono- or a
polychromatic beam. In the ﬁrst case, coherent diffraction
allows determination of the strain ﬁeld within an isolated
single crystal of sub-micrometre size (Robinson & Harder,
2009). To overcome the sample size constraint in the standard
coherent diffraction methods, X-ray ptychography has been
developed (Godard et al., 2011); although this is a highly
promising technique, because of the difﬁculty in phase
retrieval of the diffracted beam it has only been applied to
quasi-defect-free single-crystalline regions. Monochromatic
X-ray beams are also used in so-called ‘three-dimensional
X-ray diffraction microscopy’ (Oddershede et al., 2010;
Poulsen, 2012), where near- and far-ﬁeld detectors are used to
obtain three-dimensional information on the microstructure
of the specimen. This technique is based on transmission
diffraction geometry and therefore requires synchrotron
radiation for most bulk samples. It is reported to be able to
measure strains with a resolution in the range 8–20  105
with a far-ﬁeld detector (Oddershede et al., 2010). The main
limitations of this technique are the low spatial resolution
(10 mm at best), calibration of the complex setup parameters
(Borbe´ly et al., 2014) and the overlapping of the reﬂections in
the case of a crystal exhibiting high mosaicity.
The second X-ray microbeam approach, on which the
present paper is focused, concerns the use of polychromatic
radiation and is thus often called Laue microdiffraction
(mLaue) (Chung & Ice, 1999; Tamura et al., 2002; Hofmann &
Korsunsky, 2014). Nowadays, it is available at a few synchro-
tron sources around the world (Liu & Ice, 2014; Ulrich et al.,
2011; Chen et al., 2016), with software analysis tools such as
LaueTools (Robach et al., 2014), LaueGo (Liu et al., 2004) and
XMAS (Tamura, 2014). The beam is focused down to sub-
micrometre sizes with the help of highly focusing Kirkpatrick–
Baez mirrors. The sub-micrometre beam size enables one to
obtain diffraction patterns from a single-crystalline region for
grain sizes within the micrometre range. Since the diffracted
volume is of the order of a few mm3, using a polychromatic
beam allows observation of multiple reﬂections at a given
position of a single crystal without having to rotate the
specimen as for monochromatic setups (Unga´r et al., 2007). In
that case, the technique is well established and has been shown
to be very powerful (MacDowell et al., 2001; Kirchlechner,
Keckes, Motz et al., 2011). Improvement of Laue image
processing using DIC has been recently proposed by Petit et
al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2015), leading to excellent relative
strain accuracy up to 105 (Zhang et al., 2017). Taking into
account the cross section of the X-ray beam, the size of the
beam imprint on the sample is of the order of 0.1–0.25 mm2,
and this is expected to decrease even further as a result of
advances in X-ray beam focusing technologies. Depending on
the nature of the sample, the penetration depth of the X-ray
beam is between a few micrometres and a few tens of micro-
metres. Although the technique is routinely employed and
very promising, there are still a number of difﬁculties to
overcome with mLaue.
First, for specimens with grains much smaller than the
diffraction volume, a high density of Laue spots is observed on
the detector screen, due to the superposition of many mLaue
patterns. This becomes even more apparent when the crystal
structure exhibits a low symmetry, as each crystal already
produces many spots, or similarly when high X-ray energies
are used. To illustrate the difference between single-crystal
and polycrystalline mLaue diffraction, two patterns are shown
in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst one (Fig. 1a) is for a Ge single crystal, which
produces only a few Laue spots; each spot exhibits a single
intensity maximum (see Fig. 1c), and its shape can be well
described by simple analytical functions such as a two-
dimensional Gaussian. The second pattern (Fig. 1b) is for a
ZrO2 specimen with very small grains (microstructure details
will be given in x4) producing many spots; here most spots
contain many intensity sub-maxima coming from several
crystals in the diffraction volume. These sub-maxima are
typically 0.5–1.5 away from each other, corresponding to
distances of 10–30 pixels on the detector, as seen in Fig. 1(d).
Distributions of the angles between each of the observed
diffraction vectors for both patterns are given in Figs. 1(e) and
1( f). The single-crystal mLaue pattern contains far fewer
peaks, and consequently the angles between diffraction
vectors show a discrete distribution with each discrete angle
being observed 10–15 times (Fig. 1e). The standard indexing
technique relies on comparing this distribution with the one
calculated in advance for a strain-free crystal lattice. By testing
a number of peak pair angles, it is relatively easy to determine
the (hkl) Miller index corresponding to each experimental
peak (so-called indexing step), assuming the crystal structure
is known. When the diffraction volume contains many crystals,
the distribution of peak pair angles becomes a very dense and
almost continuous function, with each angular value being
observed a few hundred times even within a small tolerance
angle (Fig. 1f). This has two consequences: (i) the CPU time
necessary for indexing increases tremendously, as it is
proportional to the square of the number of spots considered;
(ii) more importantly, the probability of wrongly assigning
together two peaks belonging to two different crystals
increases severely. Consequently, the standard automatic
indexing method is not appropriate anymore.
Figure 1
Observed mLaue patterns of (a) a single-crystal Ge wafer and (b) a polycrystalline region on a monoclinic ZrO2 sample. Peak positions for the Ge wafer
are circled for improved visibility. Close-ups of the patterns in (a) and (b) are given in (c) and (d), showing the difference in the observed peak shapes. (e)
and ( f ) are the distributions of angle between the diffraction vectors obtained from patterns (a) and (b), respectively. The interval for the distribution
bars is chosen as 0.1 and the angular range is 0–70. For clarity, angles observed at least twice are plotted.
Second, owing to the penetration of the X-ray beam within
the specimen, one cannot distinguish from the mLaue pattern
whether the diffracting crystal is located at the sample surface
or somewhere deeper inside the specimen along the incoming
beam, unless the time-consuming differential aperture X-ray
microscopy technique is applied (Larson et al., 2002, 2004;
Ohashi et al., 2009; Marijon, 2017). Sorting out grains lying at
the specimen surface is of importance when one wants to
make the link between local stresses measured by mLaue and
other microstructural or mechanical characterizations with
laboratory techniques adapted to surface analyses, such as
optical or electronic microscopies (Plancher et al., 2017).
In this work, we aim to push the limits of mLaue one step
forward in terms of robustness with respect to complex small-
scale microstructures. We propose an ‘EBSD-assisted mLaue’
method to index the mLaue patterns and to measure elastic
strain in materials exhibiting a complex sub-micrometre
microstructure with a number of individual crystals within the
gauge volume. In this approach, the indexing challenge
concerning complex mLaue images made of several super-
imposed diffraction patterns is solved by providing the mLaue
processing software with the orientation of the diffracting
crystals of the gauge volume as a priori knowledge. This allows
one to start the indexing procedure with an efﬁcient guess for
orientation and strain reﬁnement. So far no such study has
been carried out on a method that combines the high spatial
resolution of EBSD and high angular (and therefore high
strain) resolution of mLaue.
To illustrate the proposed method, we make use of mLaue
data obtained on a fused-cast zirconia-based specimen. This
material is a perfect case of a twinned microstructure with
multiscale crystal sizes, down to nanometre scale, inherited
from successive structural phase transformations (SPTs) that
occur during cooling (Humbert et al., 2010). On top of that, the
low-symmetry crystal structure (monoclinic) generates mLaue
patterns crowded by numerous spots.
After some general description of the conventional mLaue
approach (x2), we describe in x3 the method that we propose
to label as EBSD-assisted Laue microdiffraction. Then, in x4,
an illustrative application is presented. Finally, we discuss the
performance of the method in terms of strain measurement for
materials exhibiting sub-micrometre microstructures.
2. Conventional Laue microdiffraction
A standard mLaue setup in reﬂection geometry consists of the
following main parts: X-ray mirrors to focus the beam, a tilted
sample stage and an area detector, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
stage is moved over an ROI and mLaue patterns are acquired
at each position. The conventional analysis of each mLaue
pattern goes through three successive steps: (i) peak search,
(ii) indexing the pattern to determine the single orientation of
the probed volume and (iii) determining the strain tensor. In
the following the main steps are recalled.
2.1. Peak search and indexing
First, a background removal (detailed in the LaueTools
software documentation available at https://sourceforge.net/
projects/lauetools/) followed by a peak search procedure are
performed with different possible algorithms to determine the
pixel locations of intensity maxima in the image. This is
followed by a ﬁt by a two-dimensional Gaussian to reﬁne peak
positions. Second, peaks are indexed by calculating the angles
between all reciprocal-lattice vectors taken two by two within
a selected subset of peaks and matching these angles to the
theoretical ones for the considered crystal structure. In this
way a single consistent crystal orientation matrix that indexes
the highest number of Laue spots is determined. This method
inherently reduces the initial two-dimensional data set into a
one-dimensional one, since two angles are needed to express
the direction of each diffraction vector (or equivalently two
coordinates to express the peak position data on the detector
area) but then only the angle between pairs of vectors (one
parameter) is retained for the analysis, as shown in Fig. 1. By
deﬁnition, the crystal orientation matrix is a rotation matrix
that transforms the orthogonal sample reference frame to an
orthogonal reference frame attached to the crystal lattice.
Finally, an additional rotation is required to relate the crystal
reference frame to a pre-deﬁned reference frame attached to
the instrument: here the mLaue laboratory reference frame.
Fig. 2(a) shows the used sample and mLaue reference frames.
In the conventional LaueTools software, the positions of
the reﬂections with respect to this reference frame are calcu-
lated by the following description of the reciprocal-lattice
vector qhkl :
qhkl ¼ UBGhkl; ð1Þ
where Ghkl is the reciprocal-lattice vector for the hkl reﬂec-
tion, Ghkl ¼ ha þ kb þ lc (h; k; l are the Miller indices of
the diffracting plane), expressed in an orthogonalized crystal
Figure 2
Experimental setup conﬁgurations of (a) mLaue at BM32, ESRF
(Grenoble, France), and (b) EBSD in SEM. The sample position and
reference frames for crystal orientation deﬁnition are indicated on each
setup. The reference frames labelled with indices E and L refer to EBSD
and mLaue setups, respectively.
reference frame established after Busing & Levy (1967), when
multiplied by B. The matrix UB describes the mechanical
transformation (i.e. deformation gradient tensor expressed in
the reciprocal space), where B depends on the elastic strain
tensor " of the gauge volume being scanned by the X-ray
beam, and U is a combination of rotations needed to express
vector components in the laboratory reference frame indi-
cated in Fig. 2. Since a; b; c only depend on the crystal
structure, it is possible to obtain and reﬁne the matrices U and
B by using hkl reﬂections coming from (at least) four different
planes that are not mutually parallel, yielding different qhkl
and Ghkl coordinate values (Chung & Ice, 1999).
2.2. Strain refinement
The ﬁnal part of the analysis is to reﬁne the strain tensor (on
which B depends) within the measured volume using the small
shifts in peak positions, obtained by a Gaussian ﬁt on the
experimental peak positions, with respect to the theoretical
positions given for the reﬁned orientation matrix. The shifts
can be as small as 0.005, corresponding typically to a peak
shift of a few tenths of a pixel (for a typical setup, i.e.
specimen–detector distance of60 mm, pixel size of80 mm).
The reﬁnement of the strain tensor is carried out with the
LaueTools software, allowing the lattice parameters to deviate
slightly from their theoretical values. This is done by mini-
mizing the difference between measured directions of reci-
procal-lattice vectors and theoretical directions. As the exact
value of the wavelength for a given reﬂection is unknown in a
Laue experiment, only a relative change in lattice parameters
(shape change) can be calculated by such a method. This
corresponds to the deviatoric strain tensor. Then, volume
changes of the given unit cell, corresponding to the trace of the
elastic strain tensor, are undetectable unless the X-ray energy
of at least one Laue spot is measured (Robach et al., 2013).
3. EBSD-assisted mLaue approach
As presented in x1, indexing becomes difﬁcult when there are
several crystals diffracting simultaneously in the mLaue
probed volume. One way to solve this problem is to introduce
an a priori knowledge of the orientation of at least a subset of
crystals in the polycrystalline volume being probed during the
microdiffraction experiment. We propose to use the crystal
orientation determined by EBSD to assist the indexing of
mLaue patterns. Employing a SEM-based technique is also
helpful to decide on the locations of the ROI to be analysed,
based on the microstructural features (a region of larger or
ﬁner grains, areas in the vicinity of a crack etc.).
3.1. EBSD measurements
For EBSD, the sample needs to be tilted by 70 in the
scanning electron microscope to reach the measurement
condition; then the detector is inserted (Fig. 2b). The incident
electron beam scans the ROI and at each beam position the
Kikuchi diffraction pattern is automatically indexed to
determine the crystal orientation with respect to the specimen
reference frame. Classically, the resulting absolute orientation
of each single crystal is determined with an accuracy of 1–2
(Humphreys, 2001).
As the EBSD-assisted mLaue technique relies on the
complementary use of EBSD and mLaue, one needs to be able
to relate precisely the position of both EBSD and mLaue scans,
with an accuracy in the micrometre range. In order to achieve
this, the sample was observed by SEM and the ROIs were
marked by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. As the marker can
be seen both with the scanning electron microscope and with
the optical microscope available at the mLaue beamline, it can
be efﬁciently used to ﬁnd the same ROI several times and
match regions measured by EBSD and mLaue with accuracy
down to the micrometre range.
3.2. Indexing by template matching
Before the two-dimensional mLaue patterns are processed,
the crystal orientation determined by EBSD is expressed in
the mLaue reference frame, according to the conventions
described in Fig. 2. After this frame conversion, a three-step
reﬁnement for the orientation matrix is carried out. The ﬁrst
two steps are described below, and the third is included in the
standard strain reﬁnement step.
For the same single crystal analysed by EBSD and mLaue,
the X-ray diffraction pattern simulated from the EBSD
orientation only roughly matches the experimental mLaue
pattern. Because of the sample mounting, despite use of
markers and careful sample alignment procedures, the orien-
tation of the diffracting crystals cannot be exactly the same in
the EBSD and mLaue experiments. A typical difference in
orientation determination of a few degrees is unavoidable.
Part of this discrepancy is associated with the EBSD orien-
tation accuracy, discussed above. To adjust the orientation
determined by EBSD to the mLaue one, we make use of a
method labelled ‘template matching’: diffraction patterns are
calculated for a large number of crystal orientations. The
calculated patterns are then compared one by one with the
experimental one, and the pattern matching best is retained. A
procedure along the same lines was used by Rauch & Dupuy
(2005) to index transmission electron microscopy diffraction
patterns. To correct the global misorientation between EBSD
and mLaue, template matching with a relatively large rotation
step (0.5) around each of the axes xL, yL and zL between
calculated images is ﬁrst applied. This procedure is carried out
for all three axes over a range of about 4 and the orienta-
tions that best match the experimental data are listed. From
this best matching matrix, one can estimate the mean orien-
tation of clusters of crystals slightly misoriented with respect
to each other which generate Laue spots that are close to each
other and possibly overlapped. This mean matrix is then taken
as the initial crystal orientation for further orientation
reﬁnements. We make use of a second template matching with
a smaller orientation step (typically 0.05) in which we aim to
disentangle the orientation of each crystal belonging to the
cluster of crystals mentioned above. Doing so, we make sure to
determine the precise orientation matrix of all small crystals
within the volume irradiated by the X-ray beam. To illustrate
this, an example showing the effect of slight changes in the
orientation matrix is given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). As seen in
the ﬁgures, the shifts in peak positions are relatively small in
such a case, about one detector pixel for 0.2 of rotation.
mLaue allows determination of the peak positions with a
precision of 0.5 pixels or even better. After this second stage of
orientation reﬁnement, a small number of crystals with slightly
different orientation matrices are selected from a single mLaue
pattern for the strain reﬁnement step.
Finally, orientation and strain are reﬁned at the same time
for each crystal belonging to the cluster using the standard
procedure. A small shift in the ideal positions of the Bragg
reﬂections is expected due to strain in the crystal. Examples of
the magnitudes of such shifts are visible in the calculated
pattern given in Fig. 3, calculated considering a strain effect
along the (001) plane normal.
4. Application of the method to zirconia-based
materials
4.1. Material
As introduced above, an application to a zirconia-based
material is now provided as an illustrative example of the
proposed EBSD-assisted mLaue method. The sample (5 
5  10 mm) used for this experiment was cut from a large
fused-cast block (250 kg) that was produced by the company
Saint-Gobain CREE. It is made of sub-millimetre zones of
pure monoclinic zirconia embedded in a silica-rich glassy
phase (see Fig. 4). After cutting, the sample was carefully
polished in order to be well suited to EBSD experiments.
During its casting from the melt, pure zirconia solidiﬁes in a
cubic (Fm3m) structure at 2973 K; then it transforms to
tetragonal (P42/nmc) at 2573 K and ﬁnally to monoclinic (P21/
c) (see e.g. Smirnov et al., 2003). This last SPT takes place at
around 1443 K under ambient pressure. It is usually associated
with a volumetric expansion close to 4% (Kisi & Howard,
1998). As a result of these successive SPTs, a multi-scale
microstructure containing nano-sized monoclinic zirconia
crystals is formed (see Fig. 4b). There are strict orientation
relationships between the orientations of the initial parent
cubic crystal and all the resulting monoclinic crystals observed
at room temperature. Up to 24 monoclinic variants can
theoretically be generated from the initial cubic crystal
(Humbert et al., 2010).
As a result of its processing history and the SPTs, the
material contains high amounts of internal residual stresses
which usually generate cracks and can cause early failure
(Cockcroft et al., 1994; Patapy et al., 2009; O¨rs et al., 2017).
There are three main causes of internal stress ﬁelds in the
specimen. The ﬁrst is the lattice shearing and volume expan-
sion during the SPTs. The second is related to the anisotropy
of the coefﬁcients of thermal expansion of the tetragonal and
monoclinic zirconia (Frey et al., 1990). The third main cause,
which is associated with the speciﬁc processing conditions, is
inhomogeneous temperature distribution during casting.
These three effects are clearly correlated with each other and
Figure 3
Simulated mLaue patterns of (a) a single crystal with a monoclinic
structure in the P21/c space group; (b) six crystals of the same phase with
rotations of ’ around the (001) plane normal, where ’ = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
and 1, and detail of the marked region (inset); (c) seven crystals of the
same phase with an applied strain of3,2,1, 0, +1, +2 and +3% along
the (001) plane normal, and detail of the marked region (inset).
induce strains at different scales. EBSD-assisted Laue micro-
diffraction experiments address the determination of strains at
the scale of the coherently diffracting crystalline domains.
4.2. Experimental result: EBSD and mLaue data acquisition
A Zeiss AURIGA FIB scanning electron microscope was
used to localize the ROI [see the 45  65 mm rectangle in
Fig. 4(b)] and to mill a nearby cross-shaped marker (Fig. 4a).
The backscattering electron (BSE) image in Fig. 4(b) shows
the microstructure of the zirconia-based material; the glassy
phase (in black) surrounds a dendrite skeleton solidiﬁed in the
cubic phase and fully transformed to monoclinic with the
presence of micro-cracks. The orientation contrast in BSE
mode reveals the nano-sized monoclinic domains with twins.
More details on this speciﬁc microstructure are given by
Patapy et al. (2013).
EBSD measurements were realized in a Zeiss SUPRA 40
scanning electron microscope equipped with Bruker
QUANTAX hardware and ESPRIT software. An accelerating
voltage of 15 kVand a working distance of15 mm were used
throughout the analysis. The step size for the EBSD scan was
set at 0.2 mm in order to capture the orientations of the larger
monoclinic domains. The orientation data were treated with
the EBSD software as well as in-house-developed scripts.
Fig. 5 gives the EBSD result by means of the inverse pole
ﬁgure (IPF) colour map. The standard IPF and its colour key
are given in the inset. In this work we concentrate on the right-
hand side of the EBSD map, which corresponds to the ROI
marked in Fig. 4(b). This ROI covers a single parent cubic
crystal as shown by the experimental pole ﬁgures in Fig. 6(a)
(see also Patapy et al., 2013). The parent cubic phase orien-
tation was calculated according to a method described earlier
(Humbert et al., 2010) (Fig. 6b), as were the orientations of the
24 theoretically possible monoclinic variants (Fig. 6c). These
simulated orientations are very similar to the measured ones,
indicating that the 24 variants are present in the ROI.
However, because the successive SPTs occur during cooling,
the experimental orientations are spread 1–2 around the
simulated variants. Accordingly there is a strong microtexture
within the ROI.
Laue microdiffraction experiments were carried out at the
French CRG beamline BM32 at the European Synchrotron
Figure 5
Inverse pole ﬁgure map along the zE direction, measured by EBSD. It
covers a region belonging to the ROI shown in Fig. 4(b). The colour code
indicating the crystal orientation is given in the inset. Backscattered
electrons have been used to obtain the grey background image.
Figure 4
Microstructure of the sample. (a) ZrO2 areas (grey shades) in a glassy
matrix (black) and (b) close-up of a ZrO2 area, showing the needle- and
plate-like monoclinic ZrO2 crystals. The cross-shaped marker in (a)
produced by FIB milling is used to ﬁnd the same ROI during the mLaue
and EBSD experiments (the red arrow marks the same microstructural
feature in both ﬁgures).
(ESRF, Grenoble, France). The ROI previously analysed by
EBSD was further scanned with mLaue with a step size of
1 mm. A polychromatic beam (5 < E < 22 keV) was used. The
beam was focused down to300  300 nm in cross section (at
the focal point) by Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors (Ulrich et al.,
2011). The sample stage was inclined by 40 with respect to the
incoming X-ray beam. The vertical distance between the
detector plane and the point on the sample surface where
diffraction occurs was 70 mm. A MAR CCD165 (now
Rayonix) detector (79.14 mm pixel size, 2048  2048 pixels, 16
bit dynamic) was used to record the diffraction patterns. To
measure the direction of the diffracted beam accurately, it is
necessary to calibrate the geometrical parameters, i.e. the
orientation of the incident X-ray beam and the position of the
probed zone with respect to the detector. A strain-free Ge
single-crystal wafer was mounted close to the measured
sample and was used for this purpose. Details of the setup
geometry and calibration procedure are discussed by Ulrich et
al. (2011). The data obtained by microdiffraction experiments
are treated by the software LaueTools which is presented, for
example, by Robach et al. (2017).
Fig. 7 shows an example of a typical mLaue diffraction
pattern of a zirconia region within the mentioned ROI. For the
reasons detailed earlier, the pattern is too complex to be
analysed with the conventional indexing routines. Tremendous
computation time would be necessary, with a result exhibiting
a signiﬁcant probability of wrong peak assignment. We will
show in the following how the proposed EBSD-assisted mLaue
approach allows extraction of quantitative strain information
from such measurements.
4.3. EBSD-assisted mLaue data treatment
To treat the mLaue digital images, ﬁrstly an efﬁcient peak
search procedure is required. One needs as many experi-
mentally measured reﬂections as possible to be able to select
the largest number of spots from each crystal contribution.
Therefore a search to obtain all the local maxima above a
certain threshold (250 pixel counts, where the pattern
maximum was 34 745 counts) in a given box of 5 5 pixels was
carried out, which yielded about 700 peaks. Precise positions
of these peaks were obtained by ﬁtting the same 5  5 pixel
box with a two-dimensional Gaussian function.
Afterwards, orientation input from EBSD of the given scan
point is entered into the program either as the crystal orien-
tation matrix measured directly for this point or as the
orientation of one of the matching 24 variants as calculated
from the parent cubic orientation earlier. In both cases, this
guessed orientation matrix gives simulated peak positions
slightly shifted from the measured ones for reasons explained
in x3.2. Thus the template matching algorithm is used to reﬁne
the EBSD measured orientation to match the mean cluster
peak positions in the mLaue pattern. Fig. 8 shows the initial
pattern simulated with the orientation from EBSD and the
best matched pattern after this ﬁrst
template matching step. The crystal
rotation screening range needed to
achieve this match is typically 3–4.
Here, we have taken advantage of the
microtexture of the specimen, which
allows us to calculate in advance the
orientations of the 24 variants present in
the diffracting volume. The advantage
of this microtexture is that it provides
an opportunity to make the treatment
procedure automatic without the need
for synchronizing very precisely the
positions of scan points of EBSD and
mLaue data. For specimens without a
microtexture, such as most materials
that have not experienced SPT, assis-
tance of mLaue from EBSD would
basically work the same way, but in that
case one needs to deﬁne precisely which
pixel of the EBSD map corresponds to
the actual mLaue pattern.
For each mLaue pattern, the probed
volume consists of several sub-micro-
metre-sized crystals slightly disoriented
from each other but belonging to the
same variant. This is clearly shown in
Fig. 9, where the mLaue pattern corre-
sponds to two or three sets of conics.
Each diffraction spot corresponding to
Figure 6
Crystal orientation analyses of the ROI in Fig. 4(b), as provided by EBSD. (a) Experimental pole
ﬁgures of the monoclinic ZrO2 phase, (b) calculated average orientation of the cubic parent crystal
of the ROI, and (c) calculated orientations of the 24 monoclinic variants resulting from this cubic
parent.
the same (hkl) lattice planes of a given variant is split into
several components and, as shown in Fig. 9(b), some of them
appear to be elongated.
4.4. Microstrain measurements
After determining the orientation of individual crystals, we
performed reﬁnement for strain and orientation for each of
them separately. Positions of the peaks corresponding to the
strain-free monoclinic crystal were obtained from the lattice
parameters published earlier (Howard et al., 1988). A ﬁne
angular tolerance value was chosen to ensure the selection of
peaks that correspond unambiguously to the same mLaue
pattern spot set, avoiding detrimental misassociation between
experimental and simulated spots.
The resulting component values of the deviatoric strain
tensor obtained by the reﬁnement of the mLaue pattern shown
in Fig. 7 are between 0.01 and 0.5% depending on the strain
component being analysed. For more than 50 different
analysed diffraction patterns, the values are in the range of
3% for "33 and 1% for "11 and "22. Depending on the
crystal and the scan position on the sample, a signiﬁcant shear
strain component can also be observed.
Figure 7
mLaue diffraction pattern of the sample, showing peaks from numerous
ZrO2 crystals. The splitting of a number of diffraction spots is due to the
contribution of many different small crystals having slightly different
orientations (within less than 0.5 of one another). A close-up is shown in
Fig. 9.
Figure 8
The optimization of orientation by ‘template matching’. Crystal
orientations after EBSD calculation (in blue, labelled ‘initial orientation’)
and after template matching (in red, labelled ‘corrected orientation’) over
the same diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 9
(a) Results of the second template matching stage in ﬁner angular steps.
Only a part of the diffraction pattern is shown here. At least three
different crystals with small differences in orientation can be detected,
marked by different colours. (b) Close-up of the region marked by 1 and 2
in (a), showing the clear spot splitting on the two-dimensional detector
image as well as the intensity proﬁle (one-dimensional section) around
the peaks along the y direction.
5. Discussion
The developed approach allows determination of strains in an
accurate and efﬁcient way in a sample composed of sub-
micrometre crystals of low symmetry, with the possibility of
discriminating slightly disoriented crystals. In the following we
will discuss the reliability and reproducibility of the obtained
results. A short physical explanation of the strains measured in
zirconia crystals will also be given, although the micro-
mechanical aspects are beyond the scope of this paper and will
be presented elsewhere.
It should be noted that the resulting strain tensor is for a
given crystal orientation observed in a particular diffraction
pattern generated by the probed volume. Therefore, if there
are in this volume two different crystals that have exactly the
same orientation matrix, the tensor obtained will be the
average deformation for the two crystals.
5.1. Reliability of the method and potential pitfalls
Auseful indicator for the quality of the strain reﬁnement is
the mean value of the deviations between the experimental
peak positions obtained by Gaussian ﬁt and the best adjusted
one obtained after strain reﬁnement. For an acceptable
reﬁnement, this value should be below 1 pixel. Mean devia-
tions of our data are usually of the order of 0.3 pixels over
typically 100 spots. As mentioned, values of strain in the range
of 3% are obtained for our application example. The fact
that the mean pixel deviations are always lower than 1 pixel
shows that the desired precision is achieved. Nonetheless, to
conﬁrm the results we need to examine potential issues that
could affect the calculations.
The principle of reﬁnement is to minimize the cost function
expressed by the sum of distances between experimental and
calculated spot positions ( ¼Pi jjriexp  ricalcjj). The most
important potential source of error would be to include wrong
peak assignation in the cost function, i.e. to include a
measured peak coming from a different crystal. Using the
proposed EBSD-assisted mLaue approach, this has been
avoided.
The reﬁned strain values are robust against differently
chosen peak subsets belonging to a given crystal. To ensure
this, we made a strain reﬁnement on the same mLaue pattern
with different peak lists. Firstly, a full list of 120 peaks found to
belong to the same crystal after reﬁnements was isolated in a
diffraction pattern (a different pattern than above). Then, 100
different subsets containing 80 randomly chosen peaks each
are generated from this principal list of 120 peaks. Reﬁne-
ments were done with exactly the same parameters (detector
calibration parameters, initial orientation matrix and angular
tolerance) for all the subsets. From the initial set of 80 peaks,
different numbers of peaks could be indexed, and these were
subsequently used for ﬁnal strain reﬁnement. Fig. 10 shows the
values for all components of the deviatoric strain as a histo-
gram plot obtained for a single crystal orientation with this
procedure. The histogram shows little spread in values. The
small standard deviation of strain values (the largest deviation
is observed along the "33 direction, 0.05%) conﬁrms the rela-
tively narrow distribution. The mean value obtained again by
Figure 10
Histogram of all the strain components for a single crystal orientation on a single mLaue pattern as calculated by 100 randomly chosen sets of 80 peaks.
The Gaussian ﬁts are shown by the red curves, while the vertical lines correspond to the strain values yielded by the reﬁnement of the whole list of 120
peaks. These values compare well with the maxima of the Gaussian function, while the standard deviation indicates a narrow distribution and fairly
reproducible strain values.
the Gaussian ﬁts compares well with the value obtained by
reﬁning the full set of 120 peaks (again, for "33, 2.33 and
2.36%, respectively; the differences for the other directions
are smaller). These results show that the initial peak list does
not contain a signiﬁcant number of reﬂections from a second
crystal with a different state of deformation. This analysis was
made for other strain components and different diffraction
patterns, and the results were very similar. It has also been
veriﬁed that the choice of the angular tolerance parameter
(generally between 0.01 and 0.05) did not have a signiﬁcant
effect on the results presented.
After careful visual analyses of many diffraction patterns,
all the peaks that lie close to each other, indexed and asso-
ciated with slightly different crystal orientations, were found
to be on different experimentally measured peak maxima.
Accordingly it is ensured that the indexing procedure runs
correctly without ‘cross-assignment’ of two different crystals
as one.
The deviatoric strain "33 was very often the largest observed
component compared with the other ones. The fact that we
observe highest strain values in that direction hints towards a
physically plausible phenomenon. That is, internal stresses
develop along the h001i or (001) plane normal direction in a
single crystal (single orientation matrix) of monoclinic ZrO2
upon cooling. Such a result is consistent with the anisotropy of
the thermal expansion coefﬁcient. Micro-cracks perpendicular
to this direction and due to stress release are very common in
heat-treated samples of the same material (Sibil et al., 2011).
5.2. Micromechanical explanation of the observed strain
values
The points discussed above indicate that the EBSD-assisted
mLaue method provides reliable strain level assessments. For
the physical explanation of the results obtained one should
look into the details of the manufacturing process of such
materials. As discussed earlier, depending on the initial stress
ﬁeld, SPTs occur at different stages of cooling in different
parts of the block. The ﬁnal tetragonal-to-monoclinic SPT
implies a few per cent of change in unit-cell volume, which
creates large stresses in the considered area corresponding to
one initial cubic crystal. Together with the anisotropy of the
thermal contraction of monoclinic zirconia (Frey et al., 1990), a
large stress concentration is expected during cooling, leading
to either cracks or large elastic strain.
In agreement with these arguments, strain values up to 0.1%
based on neutron diffraction results with much larger gauge
volumes (millimetre size) than in the present work were
reported recently (O¨rs et al., 2017). Because of the size of the
diffraction volume, strains observed with that method are
averaged over a very large number of crystals. Much higher
values are expected from microstrain measurement at smaller
scales in individual crystals.
Besides the measured elastic strain, there are other
phenomena observed on the mLaue diffraction patterns (peak
splitting, neighbouring crystals with very small orientation
differences and the diffuse intensity between the Laue
reﬂections) that hint at mechanisms of stress accommodation.
The detailed micromechanical analysis of the results and its
implications for zirconia-based materials will be the subject of
a separate paper.
5.3. Advantages of EBSD-assisted mLaue
The EBSD-assisted mLaue method, which relies on the
input of prior knowledge of an approximate crystal orienta-
tion followed by an orientation screening procedure, opens up
new possibilities for mLaue analysis. Complex materials with
ﬁne microstructure and low crystal symmetry can be analysed
with the help of this new approach, and mLaue analysis will
become much less microstructure dependent. This applies
similarly to mLaue patterns acquired at high X-ray energies as
they are also highly populated with many spots. Even in cases
of polycrystalline mLaue patterns where conventional
indexing is possible, EBSD-assisted mLaue possesses
numerous advantages over the conventional routine. Firstly,
the accuracy of the measured strain values is improved. In the
absence of any prior orientation data, one has to single out
peaks from the pattern that are likely to come from a single
crystal. Since this is a highly arbitrary process, the correctness
of the pair association obtained would always be in question.
In our method we consider all the measured peaks on the
pattern and select those that belong to a single orientation.
Subsequently, the results are much more reproducible, as
shown before. Time efﬁciency is increased quite remarkably as
well: the treatment of a single pattern by a careful manual
selection of peaks is an iterative ‘trial-and-error’ process for
complex diffraction patterns; it usually takes up to 4–5 h to get
through a single pattern.
With EBSD-assisted mLaue it is a matter of minutes on a
standard computer to analyse a single pattern from peak
search to the strain reﬁnement. Calculation of the orientation
of the cubic phase and of the resulting 24 variants from EBSD,
and subsequent reference frame change, are done for the
whole sample ROI, taking of the order of 10 min for 2500
patterns. Afterwards, initial peak search and the subsequent
orientation reﬁnements with template matching take 6 and
8 min per mLaue pattern, respectively. The ultimate orien-
tation and strain reﬁnement of a single crystal is usually a
quick step lasting only 15 s. Therefore the whole process is
estimated to be 15 min per pattern. The computation time
can probably be further improved by optimizing the used
software, using more powerful processors and precalculating
template mLaue patterns stored in a binary format, as in the
study by Rauch & Dupuy (2005). Exploiting this new efﬁ-
ciency, determination of strain maps for such polycrystalline
samples exhibiting low crystalline symmetry becomes possible.
Furthermore, the proposed method also allows one to sort
out the crystal lying at the specimen surface, among all crystals
producing Laue spots on the pattern, as its orientation is
known from the EBSD. This is of signiﬁcant interest since
mLaue data can be enriched with many other laboratory
techniques currently available such as SEM, EBSD, atomic
force microscopy, proﬁlometry etc., which allows one to
characterize the specimen surface only. In this way, the
deformation characteristics and the local behaviour of the
material can be determined by coupling microstructural, stress
and strain ﬁelds measured on the specimen surface (Plancher
et al., 2017).
6. Conclusion
An EBSD-assisted mLaue method is presented for the strain
analysis of materials with low crystal symmetry and sub-
micrometre microstructure. The indexing ambiguity encoun-
tered for the data treatment of mLaue patterns recorded on
such samples is solved by introducing the crystal orientation
data measured by EBSD into the mLaue treatment routine.
This orientation is used as a guess for the indexing screening
technique exploring an optimized and narrow angular range.
In this way, one can beneﬁt from the high spatial resolution
provided by the EBSD to differentiate between different
crystal orientations as well as the high angular resolution of
mLaue to measure strain at the micrometre scale with a
resolution of 104 or even better. The template matching
indexing method makes use of the two-dimensional distribu-
tion of Laue spots on the detector screen, as opposed to the
conventional method which operates on a one-dimensional
distribution of angles. This helps in retaining the full two-
dimensional information on the measured patterns during the
data treatment and disentangling intricate mLaue patterns.
A ZrO2-based refractory material was chosen as a sample
case to test this approach. This material exhibits a multi-scale,
micro-twinned microstructure and has low crystal symmetry.
Large internal stresses are developed in this material during
its manufacture and as a result of the SPTs. The analysis
yielded strains between 3% for different crystal directions,
which is generally in accordance with the expectations based
on earlier studies.
The obtained results are shown to be stable and consistent
with respect to the different peak identiﬁcation strategies
applied to the mLaue diffraction patterns. The ﬁnal angular
resolution can be as high as 0.02 with a mean distance of
about 0.3 pixel on the detector screen between the modelled
peak positions and the recorded ones (over more than 100
peaks). Data treatment duration and the accuracy of the
results are greatly improved by our approach.
Generalization of EBSD-assisted mLaue is possible for
other materials with challenging microstructures. Materials
where the effect of SPTs dominates the microstructure could
be good candidates for future work. EBSD-assisted mLaue
paves the way for the indexing of complex-shaped peaks
containing multiple components and the determination of
strain in materials exhibiting sub-micrometre microstructure
made of crystals characterized by low symmetry.
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